
November 10, 2022 

To Whom it May Concern, 

The Consulate General of the Republic of Korea in Atlanta, in partnership with the Southeast U.S. 
Korean Chamber of Commerce, would like to invite you to our upcoming symposium and gala 
dinner on December 7, 2022, at the Commerce Club Atlanta. The invite to participate in this VIP 
event will contribute the leadership to further the mutually beneficial aspects of the Korea-U.S. 
relationship, including the importance of future-oriented economic partnership and cooperation. 

The upcoming function, titled “Driving the Future Together: How Korea-U.S. Cooperation 
Powers the E-Mobility Revolution,” will be an inaugural, strategic initiative and symposium that 
aims to highlight the development of the ‘Global Comprehensive, Strategic Alliance’ between the 
Republic of Korea and the United States, especially in the next technological advancement 
agendas such as E-Mobility. It will be composed of a keynote speech, panels, a gala dinner, and a 
closing reception. The purpose is to connect the metro Atlanta and the wider southeast U.S. audience 
with influential speakers to explore a series of salient topics related to the future of ROK-U.S. 
economic cooperation and how it can power advancement in the global E-Mobility revolution. 

The function will address two topics of discussion sessions and a panel to explore the key industry 
trends in the E-Mobility revolution and what is driving ROK-U.S. cooperation in this new age of 
uncertainty featuring supply chain restructurings and rising competition in the hi-tech domain. Later 
sessions will consist of a gala dinner, exchanging to extend talks on Korean corporate investment in 
the Southeast and the broader economic bilateral relationship. 

The Consulate General of the Republic of Korea in Atlanta and the Southeast U.S. Korean Chamber 
of Commerce appreciate your consideration in joining us. We believe that your engagement would be 
an important contribution to the contemporary cooperation and future of the ROK-U.S. alliance on 
business investments and economic development. I would be glad to follow up with any further 
information which may aid your decision, and we look forward to discussing this opportunity further. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

Consul General of the Republic of Korea in Atlanta – Yoonjoo Park 
President, Southeast U.S. Korean Chamber of Commerce – Jae Kim 




